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EDITORIAL

Devastation, helplessness,
loneliness and fatigue, a lot
of fatigue, with these words
I start the ONCA newsletter,
we start the year with bad,
unfortunate news, of the
bad something will always
have to come out, but at this
moment we are in darkness
…
without light.
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SADNESS
The reasons for words as sad as these
are in the irremediable loss of friends
and animals in our care, and the absence
of those we most need in these moments
of uncertainty and despair; a month ago
I had the intention of making a very
extensive newsletter, with good and
tender news, improvements, surprises
and joy, I decided to continue on that
path but not without first explaining
what has happened in these last two
weeks.
At the end of the year our most valuable
volunteer, Natalie Burne, left, an
indispensable part of our project, her
departure, we hope, is temporary, but
leaves an almost impossible to fill hole,
in which we have to divide many more
tasks, which they left us exhausted at
the end of the day, among the few
remaining permanent staff, not only
for their excellent work, knowledge,
dedication and passion for animals
we miss them with madness, but also
for their exceptional ability to keep the
group of volunteers united and happy
with just a smile, we wait for you and
come back soon!
Just two weeks later and still accommodating the new work routine with a staff
member less, the rains have started, with
the consequent lack of sleep having to
constantly take care of the boat at night,
followed by this, Revo, the most recent
monkey that we received from the PN
Madidi, in the process of integration
suffered a small bite, so unfortunate
that one tusk damaged the marrow and
the stomach, we reacted as fast as we
could, making the necessary intervention, but the spinal damage had almost
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certainly desensitized the entire back
train of the animal, so he could not use
his paws and tail well, he seemed to be
improving, everyone was very happy
with his miraculous recovery but, cold
fate, one morning dawned and he,
already agonizing, in just one hour left
us, the operation in the stomach was
very complicated and with high risk of
later problems...

we remember you now
and always Revo,
rest in peace.

As if that were not enough, on January
4, after a night of intense storms, a kind
of plague has started in the area of Capuchin monkeys, all of them with sunken
eyes, without appetite and lethargic.
We have immediately started support
and administration of antibiotics, we
had nine very serious cases, which have
kept us in suspense until yesterday, in
which our dear Hatún and Thimo have
passed away; After having been
fighting intensely for her life, we have
not been able to recover them. Amuya,
our most adorable baby is at this
moment in critical condition and with
few possibilities, the other cases are
already recovered but we are afraid
that something similar could return and
occur again.

of guilt, of anger and despair,
the endless "And if ...?".
BUT...

WE CONTINUE
FORWARD!

Due to the constant rains the tasks of
decontamination of environments
become very difficult, especially the use
of fire to be able to ensure the elimination of all pathogens, for which we are
now taking extreme precautions in the
cleaning and the exterior habitat of the
monkeys.
The impotence of seeing those you have
under your responsibility suffering,
struggling and finally watching you with
those eyes that say, "I can not stand it
anymore, I give up..." and tell you in turn,
that enough is enough, stop suffering,
with the look, and in minutes... finished.
Leaving that void that appears suddenly, is an experience that I do not wish
upon anyone, less still have to suffer it
twice in less than 24 hours.
We have done what we could, moved
heaven and earth, consulted other
colleagues from other centres to ensure
adequate treatment and the incessant
care directed to them makes us feel that
there was no other way, that we can not
avoid everything, that they are the ups
and downs of those who work with Wildlife, but still, there is that kind of splinter,
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Sitting in my office, listening to the
animals of the jungle, the oriole, the
huaracachi, the jackdaws and other
companions, the distant sound of the
capuchin monkeys, the spider monkeys
and my dear Drucilla, I'm sorry, but I'm
tired, tired of using the mask of what is
expected from a newsletter.
Of some news as I have related in the
last paragraphs, the damn formalities
that constrain this society, who writes
this is someone that approximately 80%
you know me in person and almost all of
you have shared experiences, follies and
less than more, bad times with me.
Some of you know me intimately, family
and friends of all my life, others have
just seen that crazy man who lives in the
jungle pursuing a dream, a few have not
even met me; It is the same, I apologize
if this newsletter is not the typical cold
and detailed account of where your
money goes and, what is more
important, your support.
No more "magazine", I promise that in
the next one I will not let you down and
I will continue with the "established"
model, but not today, not at this time.
I've been working for this comet for
6 years, this shooting star that is my
dream, which, as Nietzsche would say,
grab it, it takes you wherever it takes
you; These last weeks have revealed me,
I could say that they have opened my
eyes, but it is not that easy, at the least
they have awakened me, they have
slapped me on the routine that
deceives you, that makes you weak.
I have been taught that I do need
vacations or days off, I was wrong,
in the wrong way, like, ohhh, seriously,
how could I be so naïve?
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Because I equated my dream to a job,
a job that needs to be done and at the
end of the day ... Finally !! There is time
for rest, poor me, I regret so much, that
without having suffered these weeks,
never, never, I would have awakened, to
return to 12 years ago, when I climbed
into the jungle like someone who comes
out of "work".
Sorrow and feelings torn apart, As I
could, compare a dream with a job that
does not give something, that does not
give thanks, in those eyes, and that
smile (yes, they smile too) that breaks
you, fills you up and says something:
"if it were not for you, what would be
my future, my hopes, to play again, in
the jungle, with my brothers ..... "
I confess that I forgot and I fell into
a lethargy, maybe it was fatigue,
sleepless hours, cleanliness of cages,
shopping, cooking, bureaucracy and
taking care of so many, of so many
volunteers, who come and go, who do
or do not like you so much; I'm sorry,
seriously, I'm so sorry, ONCA is them,
it's they who have achieved, achieved
the impossible.... to get to this step,
a difficult step, but also necessary,
because at this time, when the storm
afflicts you, hurts you, devastates you,
constrains you, the nights crying …

BUT...

WHAT IS

HAPPENING?

YOU ARE THAT CHANGE.
BECAUSE THE STORMS DO
NOT LAST FOREVER, AND THE
HARDER IT RAINS, THE MORE
THE CAMP GROWS. THANKS
FROM WITHIN, YOU ARE A FEW
BUT YOU HAVE ALREADY SAVED
MANY LIVES OF THOSE
WITHOUT A VOICE, IT IS LITTLE,
BUT IT IS SOMETHING, ONLY
UNITED IS THE CHANGE,
WITHOUT BORDERS OR
CREEDS, WITH SENSIBLE
HEARTS, THAT UNDERSTAND,
THAT FIGHT, WITH A LITTLE,
WITH SOMETHING, WITHOUT A
DOUBT, YOU MAKE IT POSSIBLE,

THANK YOU,
I LOVE YOU.
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neWS
Excuse me!!! We did not have in mind
that the editor made these literary
incongruities, We continue with the
newsletter ...
NEW NEWS!
Not everything has been disasters,
misfortunes or disastrous moments,
work is still going on, there are still
results...
We are preparing a new area for the
Capuchin monkeys, much more in the
middle of the centre to avoid that by
the proximity, the noises in the camp,
the monkeys are curious and begin to
be tempted to be in the kitchen areas
etc ..., in part this is good because it
means that the monkeys that we have in
semi freedom are exploring the adjacent
areas, not only in the management area
where there is little variety of food that
they eat in the wild.
The new area will be about 400m from
the camp, in which we will initiate a
new system of rotation around the
overnight cages, which will eliminate the
accumulation of waste that week after
week, even doing an intensive cleaning
is impossible to eliminate, with this new
system we enter a new stage in the
rehabilitation of the monkeys so that
they can get used to the environment.
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We calculate that the total area of
the individuals in semi-freedom will be
about 2 hectares and the individuals
with system of belts will be increased
considerably, this change to their habitat will encourage the search for new
wild feeding options that would not be
possible if the animals were in a cage.
All this involves a lot of hard work and
labour, we could say that in construction
these last months we have focused
almost exclusively on it, loading the
stone and sand and preparing the
necessary paths for the transport of
the modular cages.
We have also built a new individual cage
in the area of capuchin monkeys for
possible eventualities in which the
monkeys cannot sleep together in the
same cage, in which we have had Hatún
so far.
A new place to cook, but in the old style
of ONCA, as in the early years, simple
but effective, with firewood, for when
you have to make a barbecue or
volunteers want to cook something
extra in the morning, in this same area
we have invented a machine to smoke
food, a tremendous success because
the food now tastes delicious and we
can keep food in preserve thanks to
the smoking process.
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AgraDeciMientoS

Carles! Thank you!!! Our beloved Carles
"Litrus" returned to help in the project
for about a month and a half, a short
time, friend, brother, but enough to
leave that mark, indelible, atavistic, that
lets us know that there are still wise,
good people, sensitive, professional,
delivered ... thanks to him the things are
in progress, new projects, science, sister,
because without him we could not have
Alejandra, Ale, the boss, in not only the
poop ... she has been here 3 months,
how fast it happens, has supported us in
everything, but especially in something
that few people talk about, studies,
research, knowledge that is needed,
because without it we would not have
been able to verify that there is a plant,
a wild plant, very useful, Ficus insipidia,
so they call it, that the monkeys eat, and
it saves the life of so many monkeys, It
gives many fruits in the jungle at a time
where no other tree gives fruit. Juicy
and delicious, eternal symbiosis,
evolution. The monkeys eat the fruit
and transport their seed, a new tree
they plant, and in return it gives not only
food but medicine, anti parasitic
medicine, so necessary, because
parasites exist, coexist, in our body
but the fruit gives equilibrium.

Vanessa, co-founder of ONCA, also
returned for three months, together
with her partner Oscar, they have
supported us very much in the area of
spider monkeys, coatis and our beloved
Morpheus, they have left an excellent
routine of work and re-done the
perimeter of the property that It was
a very tough but necessary task, they
come back in March for six months, we
are awaiting you!
Camaron! Cameron Taylor, a unique
volunteer where there are, has left us,
he has been with us for almost a year
and a half, has been indispensable at all
times and has left an indelible mark on
the history of ONCA, for his passion,
dedication, affection and professionalism
in all aspects of their work, especially with
the capuchins, we miss you, we hope you
come back one day!
Stephane! Former volunteer from last
year has returned in September to help
us in the increasingly difficult work and
to supply the absence of Natalie, from
here our most sincere thanks for your
support, strength, delivery and that
sharp tongue that hits when it is most
necessary.

AYúdanoS
a

diFunDir
Nuestra
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LaboR !

ORGANIZACIÓN PARA LOS
NATIVOS Y LA CONSERVACIÓN
DE LA AMAZONIA
Con la denominación ONCA (Organización para
los nativos y la conservación de la Amazonía), se
constituye una ASOCIACIÓN al amparo de la Ley
Orgáni-ca 1/2002, de 22 de marzo, y normas complementarias, con personalidad jurídica y plena
capacidad de obrar, careciendo de ánimo de lucro.
La existencia de esta Asociación tiene como fines:

1. La difusión y promoción de las culturas
locales en la Amazonia Boliviana.
2. Defensa, protección y promoción de la
conservación de su biodiversidad.
Estos fines se llevaran a cabo mediante el desarrollo de actividades, mediante convenios o de forma individual, tales como:
• Creación de un Centro de Manejo y Custodia de Fauna Silvestre.
• Soporte en proyectos de conservación de especies amenazadas.
• Ejecutar y promover acciones de bienestar animal, preservación
y conservación.
• Motivar y asesorar la organización de grupos regionales que pla
nifiquen, desarrollen y evalúen investigación básica y aplicada en
especies y/o comunidades humanas y áreas de interés, enmar
cado en la educación biológica.
• Planes de difusión y promoción de la cultura y costumbres locales.
• Capacitar mediante cursos periódicos (no formales) en forma
transdisciplinaria a estudiantes, técnicos y profesionales que
compartan los objetivos de la asociación.
• Elaborar material virtual, audiovisual e impreso de diferentes
niveles y formas que contribuyan con las finalidades de la
asociación.

C/Cerro de Butrera 24, Madrid, España
Rio Beni Propiedad "Libertad", Bolivia

Teléfono (1): +591 73032866
Teléfono (2): +34 636969314
Correo: info@oncaorg.org

www.oncaorg.org
www.facebook.com/oncaorg
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